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Abstract—Team formation has been extensively studied for complex task crowdsourcing in E-markets, in which a set of workers are

hired to form a team to complete a complex task collaboratively. However, existing studies have two typical drawbacks: 1) each team is

created for only one task, which may be costly and cannot accommodate crowdsourcing markets with a large number of tasks; and 2)

most existing studies form teams in a centralized manner by the requesters, which may place a heavy burden on requesters. In fact, we

observe that many complex tasks at real-world crowdsourcing platforms have similar skill requirements and workers are often

connected through social networks. Therefore, this paper explores distributed team formation-based batch crowdsourcing for complex

tasks to address the drawbacks in existing studies, in which similar tasks can be addressed in a batch to reduce computational costs

and workers can self-organize through their social networks to form teams. To solve such an NP-hard problem, this paper presents two

approaches: one is to form a fixed team for all tasks in the batch; the other is to form a basic team that can be dynamically adjusted for

each task in the batch. In comparison, the former approach has lower computational complexity but the latter approach performs better

in reducing the total payments by requesters. With the experiments on a real-world dataset comparing with previous benchmark

approaches, it is shown that the presented approaches have better performance in saving the costs of forming teams, payments by

requesters, and communication among team members; moreover, the presented approaches have higher success rate of tasks and

much better scalability.

Index Terms—Batch crowdsourcing, complex tasks, team formation, social network, distributed manner

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CROWDSOURCING refers to outsource tasks to a group of
workers chosen from a population [1], [2]. Although

many traditional crowdsourcing platforms, such as Ama-
zon’s Mechanical Turk, are used for simple tasks, now there
are some crowdsourcing platforms oriented to complex
tasks, such as Upwork. Therefore, crowdsourcing of com-
plex tasks has attracted significant attention [4], [5], [6].

A popular approach to crowdsource a complex task is to
decompose the complex task into a workflow of sub-tasks
and then the decomposed sub-tasks are allocated to individ-
ual workers [16], [17]. The task decomposition is imple-
mented usually by the requesters [16] or sometimes based on

the crowd [17]. However, this approach requires the signifi-
cant decomposition capability of the requesters [33] or man-
aging the extensive work of crowd [17]. To this end, team
formation has been explored recently, in which workers
with different skills are hired by the requester to form a team
to complete a complex task collaboratively [4], [5], [6], [7], [8].

In general, existing related studies on team formation-
based crowdsourcing typically have the following two char-
acteristics. First, they are individual task-specific, i.e., a new
team must be formed from scratch each time when a com-
plex task is published; thus, this method may be costly and
cannot adapt to general crowdsourcing markets with a large
number of tasks. Second, they are requester-focused, i.e., team
formation is often implemented in a centralized manner by
the requester. Although a few studies [4] presented a self-
organized strategy where the hired workers can select the
teammates themselves, the requesters must undertake a
large amount of work around the hiring and training of the
initial candidate workers. Such a requester-focused team
formation approach may be extremely burdensome to the
requesters; moreover, the requesters sometimes may not
have enough expertise to justify whether a bidding worker
has qualified professional skills.

Our solution to address the above drawbacks in team for-
mation-based crowdsourcing is motivated by the following
observations in popular crowdsourcing websites.

1) The skill requirements of many tasks in the same category at
a crowdsourcing website are often similar (the details can
be seen in Section 3.1). By analyzing the tasks from the
typical categories at a popular crowdsourcingwebsite,
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Upwork, we find that the tasks are often similar and
have overlapping skill requirements; moreover, by
comparing the factual completion time andpredefined
deadline of tasks at Upwork, we find that most tasks
have very abundant time to be completed. Therefore,
it would be useful to integrate the tasks with similar
skill requirements into a batch and outsource them to
a teamofworkers, which can both reduce the team for-
mation cost and make team members contemporane-
ously undertake more than one task to reduce real
execution cost of tasks since the partial execution
results of one task can be reused by another similar
task undertaken by the sameworker team.

2) Workers are often connected through social networks and
cooperate with each other. Some notable studies [9],
[10], [12] have shown that workers often communi-
cate via phone, forums, Facebook, or in person to
share information and cooperate through social net-
works. Therefore, it is possible that workers can self-
organize team formation through the social net-
works. Moreover, this paper attempts to explore a
distributed approach different from the study in [4]:
the requester needs not undertake hiring and train-
ing of the candidate workers but only needs to assign
a worker for initializing the team formation for a
batch of tasks.

Then, this paper investigates batch crowdsourcing based
on distributed team formation; the optimization objective is
to minimize the total cost of team formation-based crowd-
sourcing for a batch of tasks in a social network, which is
proven to be a NP-hard problem.

To solve such an NP-hard problem, at first we present an
approach to form a fixed team for all tasks in the batch. This
approach has lower computational complexity, but reques-
ters need to pay more because each team member should be
paid even such member does not execute all tasks in the
batch. Therefore, to reduce the total payments by reques-
ters, we then present another approach to form a basic team
that can be dynamically adjusted for each task in the batch.
In both approaches, each team member’s factual income can
be improved although the total payments of requesters are
reduced, because each team member undertakes more tasks
contemporaneously.

In our approaches, first, a worker is selected by the
requester to initialize the team formation process to select
another qualified worker to join the team. The existing team
members can select other qualified workers to join the team
step by step until a suitable team for the batch of tasks is
formed. Therefore, the requester only needs to select the
first initiator worker, which avoids imposing all team for-
mation computation loads on the requester.

With the theoretical analyses and experiments compared
with previous benchmark approaches, it is shown that our
approaches have better performance in reducing cost and
improving higher success rate of tasks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we compare our work with the related work; in Section 3, we
present the motivation and problem description; in Sections 4
and 5, we present the distributed formation approaches for
fixed and dynamic teams respectively; in Section 6,we provide
experimental results; in Section 7,we conclude our paper.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Crowdsourcing of Complex Tasks

Based on the task complexity concept in [31], a complex task
is constituted by many sub-tasks and the workflows among
the sub-tasks, and then it requires multiple higher-level
skills. Traditional crowdsourcing technology is difficult to
support the task complexity. One reason is that workers
often execute tasks independently and thereby the interde-
pendence among sub-tasks cannot be satisfied; the other
reason is that the workers are often not professional and
cannot satisfy the higher-level skills of complex tasks.

Recently, there are two types of studies for crowdsourc-
ing complex tasks: decomposition allocation-based crowd-
sourcing and monolithic allocation-based crowdsourcing.

In the decomposition allocation method, a task will first
be decomposed into a flow of simple sub-tasks and then the
decomposed sub-tasks will be allocated to individual work-
ers [27], [38], [39], which is mainly used in the following
two situations: crowdsourcing systems that are oriented to
micro-task markets, such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk,
and situations where the workers are non-professional and
can only complete simple or micro-tasks. A representative
study is conducted by Tran-Thanh et al. [16], [17], which
proposed an algorithm, BudgetFix, to specify the number of
micro-tasks to be allocated at each phase of a workflow and
dynamically allocates its budget to each micro-task.

Monolithic allocation-based crowdsourcing means that a
complex task is directly allocated as a whole to a profes-
sional worker. This method is now used at some complex
tasks-oriented websites such as Upwork1. The task alloca-
tion often considers the following three factors: matching
degree between the task’s required skills and the worker’s
skills, the reputation and the reservation wage of the
worker. At some crowdsourcing websites such as Crowd-
works2, the requesters may interview with the candidate
workers through instant messaging software tools to
observe whether the workers can complete the tasks [18].

There are some studies on the batch crowdsourcing of
simplex tasks [1], [3], [21], [24]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there are no related works on batch crowd-
sourcing of complex tasks. In related studies, each complex
task is outsourced individually and dependently. In com-
parison, this paper addresses the crowdsourcing of a batch
of tasks, i.e., a batch of tasks with similar skill requirements
can be allocated to a team of workers.

2.2 Team Formation

Team formation is a general concept in many areas [8], [19].
In many existing studies, the team formation of workers is
centrally controlled by the requester. Liu et al. [7] presented
a method that is implemented through profitable and truth-
ful pricing mechanisms. Kargar et al. [15] presented a team
formation method to satisfy the two objectives in social net-
works: finding a team of experts that covers all the required
skills for the tasks and minimizing the communication cost
between workers in the team. Fathian et al. [8] integrated
the collaboration network and reliability of people and

1 https://www.upwork.com/, accessed August 1, 2021
2 https://crowdworks.jp/, accessed August 1, 2021
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presented an optimization model for the formation of a reli-
able team.

There are also a small number of studies on self-orga-
nized team formation. Lykourentzou et al. [4] presented a
self-organized strategy where the hired workers can select
the teammates themselves. Rokicki et al. [22] explored a
strategy for team formation in which workers themselves
decide on which team they want to participate. However, in
existing studies, the requester still must undertake hiring
and training of the candidate workers and a team is formed
for only one task; in comparison, the requester in our study
only needs to assign the worker for initializing the team for-
mation for a batch of tasks.

In summary, in existing studies, each team is tailored for
a special task but is not efficient in performing other tasks.
Although a few studies in engineering management [23]
explored the multifunctional team that may be reused for
more than one task, they often implemented the team for-
mation in a centralized manner and did not focus on how to
address a batch of tasks. In comparison, this paper studies
the distributed team formation for a batch of tasks.

2.3 Batching Approach in Distributed Systems and
Open Source Software Development

One related series of studies are on the batch job scheduling
in distributed systems. Wang et al. [29] proposed a batch-
processing based coded computing (BPCC) scheme, which
can assign proper amount of load to each node to achieve
the minimal expected task completion time. Freitas et al.
[32] proposed a batch task migration approach to improve
decentralized global rescheduling, ultimately reducing
communication costs and preserving task locality. Alam
and Raza [30] proposed a bacterial foraging-based batch
scheduling model for distributed systems, which can reduce
the node idle time and makespan. In summary, these
related studies often aim to design optimal scheduling strat-
egies to minimize makespan or maximize throughput [11].
The optimization objective of this paper is different from
those related studies in distributed systems, because this
paper aims to reduce the payment by requesters.

Another related series of studies are on the open source
software development that is a popular crowdsourcing
example [34]. Because developing software from scratch
may involve much cost and time, the reuse of software code
is one of the central problems [41]. However, it is difficult to
design a generic task to reuse in other tasks; moreover, the
tasks completed by different workers may often be not com-
patible. Therefore, this paper presents an alternative
method that combines the similar tasks into a batch to be
performed by the same team of workers, which can reduce
real execution cost of tasks since the partial execution
results of one task can be easily reused by another similar
task undertaken by the same workers.

The project team management in open source software
development has been investigated. Nan and Kumar [35]
found the impact of centralized teams on the project perfor-
mance for varying software project structural interdepen-
dencies. Hahn et al. [36] investigated how individuals make
decisions about which teams to join and explored how the
collaborative network affects developers’ choice of new

teams to participate in. Those related works only investi-
gated forming a special team for each task; in comparison,
this paper explores to form a versatile team for a batch of
tasks.

3 MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

3.1 Motivation

In general, outsourced tasks can be divided into time-sensi-
tive tasks and time-insensitive tasks. Time-sensitive tasks
often need to be completed immediately, such as crowd-
sourced delivery at the Dada3. Time-insensitive tasks often
have no immediate completion time requirements, such as
software development or product design at the Upwork.
This paper only focus on the time-insensitive tasks. To illus-
trate the research problem clearly, we introduce the
research motivation by analyzing the data from the typical
crowdsourcing website oriented to time-insensitive tasks.

We collected the data of workers and tasks from July 31
–August 6, 2021, from the Upwork that is a very popular
website for complex time-insensitive tasks (The collection
time window is set as one week because most tasks at the
Upwork can be assigned successfully within one week). We
wrote a crawler to get the JSON text of the web page. By
analyzing the JSON text, the details of the workers and tasks
can be gotten.

First, we make statistical analyses on the overlapping
skill requirements of tasks in two typical categories at the
Upwork: web-mobile-software development and IT-net-
working. For each category, we select the 20 skills that are

Fig. 1. The numbers of tasks requiring some given skills.

3. https://kuai.imdada.cn/, accessed August 1, 2021.
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most often required by tasks within such category, which
are shown on the x-axis in Fig. 1; the number of tasks requir-
ing each type of skill is represented by the y-axis. We find
that each of 20 most popular skills is required by 712 tasks
on average in the category of web-mobile-software develop-
ment and by 291 tasks on average in the category of IT-net-
working. From these statistical analyses, it is common that
each skill may be required by more than one task.

Second, we observe the task similarity at the Upwork. Let
there be n tasks. We use Stx to denote the set of skills
required by task tx. Then, the similarities among the n tasks
can be measured by the following:

Similarity ¼
Xn
x¼1

jStx j
 !

= j
[ n

x¼1
Stx j

� �
(1)

The higher Similarity is, the more similar the n tasks are.
We calculate the similarity for each category of the collected
60886 tasks, as shown in Fig. 2. The average similarity of the
tasks is 14.67, which denotes that many tasks in the same
category is similar. Therefore, it is possible to pack the similar
tasks with highly overlapping skill requirements into a batch and
assign them to the same workers possessing these required skills.

Third, we count the factual completion time of tasks at
the Upwork. There are 7726175 registered workers and
among them there are 51866 active workers (the Upwork
website defines the workers earned more than $10k as active
ones). The active workers completed 91427 tasks totally
from July 1 to August 1, 2021. The statistical results of com-
pletion time for varying categories of tasks undertaken by
active workers are shown in Fig. 3, from which we can see
that average completion time is 92.94 hours. On the other
hand, after counting the deadlines of tasks at the Upwork,
we find that the tasks with fixed price have no strict dead-
lines and the tasks with hourly wage all have more than 6
months deadlines. Therefore, it is common that the tasks have
very abundant time to be completed; and the tasks can tolerate the
waiting time to be completed when they are addressed in a batch.

Forth, in our previous work [40], it is observed that the
time during which workers undertake no more than one
task occupy 61.58% of the workers’ total time at Upwork4.
Therefore, most workers undertake only a small number of

tasks contemporaneously. Based on this observation, it is
possible that many workers may have leftover time and efforts to
undertake more tasks.

Finally, some notable studies have shown that workers
are often connected through social networks. Gray et al. [10]
observed different crowdsourcing platforms and found that
the crowd of workers is a rich network of collaboration in
which they often communicate via phone, forums, chat,
Facebook, or in person to share information. Yin and Gray
[9] specifically observed the collaboration network of work-
ers on the MTurk platform and found that there is a sub-
stantial communication network within the crowd of
workers, which is related to the workers’ usage on online
forums. Based on these observations, it is common that workers
often collaborate through social networks. Therefore, workers can
self-organize teams through social networks.

3.2 Problem Description

3.2.1 Discounting Mechanism for a Batch of Tasks

Let there be a batch of tasks, B ¼ {t1, t2, . . ., t jB j }, where jB j
denotes the number of tasks. Let there be two tasks tx and
ty, tx, ty2B. The sets of necessary skills required by tx and ty
are Stx¼ {sx1, sx2, . . ., sxm} and Sty¼ {sy1, sy2, . . ., syn}, respec-
tively, where m and n denote the numbers of skills required
by tx and ty. The skill distance between tasks tx and ty is:

dx;y ¼ 1� jStx \ Sty j=jStx [ Sty j
� �

(2)

Then, the diversity of all tasks in B is defined as:

uðBÞ ¼
XjBj
x¼1

XjBj

y¼1

dx;y

 !
= 2 � jBjð Þ (3)

Discounting is a general market mechanism where pay-
ment can be discounted in exchange for cheaper or less satis-
factory service [25]. If a worker performs more than one
similar task, the real execution cost of each task can be reduced
since the partial execution results of one task can be reused by
another similar task in the batch; moreover, the requester
should also be compensated forwaiting for thisworker’s serv-
ices when the worker undertakes more than one task contem-
poraneously. Therefore, discounting can be introduced to
reduce the actual payment from requesters to workers, which
can make requesters to allocate more tasks to the same work-
ers andworkers undertakemore tasks contemporaneously.

Fig. 2. The similarities of tasks within varying categories at Upwork.

Fig. 3. The factual completion time of tasks at Upwork.

4. We do not collect the new data in this paper because now the
number of tasks that are undertaking by workers cannot be gotten but
only the number of tasks completed by workers can be gotten from the
Upwork.
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A worker will earn more income, and the requester will
wait longer if more tasks are allocated to the worker con-
temporaneously; moreover, the worker will save more in
computational costs if the tasks are more similar. Therefore,
the larger the batch is or the more similar the tasks in the
batch are, the more discounting that can be offered.

Let a batch of tasks, B, be allocated to a worker at once
and is queueing for execution by that worker, wi. The real
payment to wi for performing B can be discounted accord-
ing to the size and diversity of B. Given an original utility
opwi

ðtxÞthat the requester of task tx should pay to wi, we can
define thewholesale discounting function as follows:

Pwi
ðBÞ ¼

X
tx2B

c
jBj

uðBÞ þ 1

� �
� opwi

ðtxÞ
� �

(4)

where c is the discounting function, 0�c �1, and the value
of c(X) decreases monotonically from 1 to 0 with the
increase of X. We use ‘u(B)þ1’ to avoid a situation where
the denominator is 0 due to u(B) being 0.

If tasks in B are allocated to wi one by one, discounting can
be done progressively for each task in B. We can define the
progressive discounting function as follows:

Pwi
ðBÞ ¼

X
x¼1;���;jBj

c
x

dx�1;x þ 1

� �
� opwi

ðtxÞ
� �

(5)

where ‘dx-1,xþ1’ is used to avoid a situation where the
denominator is 0 due to dx-1,x being 0; d01 ¼ 1.

3.2.2 Cost of Team Formation-Based Batch

Crowdsourcing

In general, the cost of team formation-based crowdsourcing
in existing benchmark studies [7], [13], [14], [15] includes
three parts: costs of forming teams, payments of requesters,
and communication among team members.

1) The cost of forming teams. The cost of forming a team
can be abstracted as a monotonically increasing func-
tion on the number of recruitment and elimination
events of team members [13]. We use f(X) to denote a
monotonically increasing function whose argument
is X.

Let there be a batch of tasks B. If we form a fixed
team for all tasks in B, WB ¼ {w1,. . ., wn}, the cost of
forming a team for B is CForm(B) ¼ f( jWB j ).

If we form a dynamic team for B, the members will
be dynamically adjusted for each task in the batch. Let
there be two tasks: tx, ty2B. The teams actually per-
forming tx and ty are Wtx and Wty , respectively; then,
the number of elimination and recruitment events of
teammembers fromWtx toWty is jWtx–Wty j þ jWty –
Wtx j . If the execution sequence of tasks in B is from t1
to t jB j , then the cost of team formation for B is:

CFormðBÞ ¼ f jWt1 j þ
X

x¼1;...;jBj�1

ðjWtx �Wtxþ1
j þ jWtxþ1

�Wtx jÞ
0
@

1
A
(6)

2) The cost of requesters paying team members. Let Ti(B) be
the set of tasks in B that are actually performed by

worker wi, Ti(B)�B. 8tx2B, the budget of tx is btx . The
set of skills required by tx is Stx ; let Stx be the set of
skills for tx that are currently lacking; the set of skills
of wi that actually contribute to performing tx is
Stx\Swi

, where Swi
denotes the set of skills possessed

by wi. Given a budget btxprovided by the requester of
task tx, btxwill be distributed to the assigned workers
according to their real skill contribution; therefore,
the original utility that the requester of task tx should
pay towi is determined by btxand jStx\Swi

j/ jStx j .
If we form a fixed team for all tasks in B, WB,

8wi2WB, the requester of txwill pay the following real
utilities to wi by considering wi’s real contribution to
tx and the discounting function:

8wi 2 WB : Pwi
ðtxÞ ¼ c

jTiðBÞj
uðTiðBÞÞþ1

� �
� btx � jStx\Swi j

jStx j if tx 2 TiðBÞ
0; else

(

(7)

Thus, the total payment of requesters for performing the
tasks in B by forming a fixed team is:

CPayðBÞ ¼
X
tx2B

X
wi2WB

Pwi
ðtxÞ (8)

If we form a dynamic team for B, i.e., 8tx2B, we form Wtx

for task tx. 8wi2Wtx , the requester of tx will pay the follow-
ing real utilities to wi:

8wi 2 Wtx : Pwi
ðtxÞ ¼ c

jTiðBÞj
uðTiðBÞÞ þ 1

� �
� btx �

jStx \ Swi
j

jStx j
(9Þ

Thus, the total cost of payments of requesters for per-
forming the tasks in B by forming a dynamic team is:

CPayðBÞ ¼
X
tx2B

X
wi2Wtx

Pwi
ðtxÞ (10)

3) The communication cost among team members, CCom(B),
which is mainly decided by the size of the team and
the distance between members in the social net-
works.

Therefore, the total cost for a batch of tasks B is:

CðBÞ ¼ �1 � CFormðBÞ þ �2 � CPayðBÞ þ �3 � CComðBÞÞ (11Þ
where �1, �2, and �3 are three weights to measure the rela-
tive importance of the three types of costs.

3.2.3 Optimization Objective and Heuristics

Generally, existing studies ensuring the quality of crowd-
sourcing results often include the followingmethods: effective
task design, redundant allocation of tasks and aggregation of
the results, and reputation model [38]. Among them, effective
task design is implemented by the requester, which is not the
focus of this paper; the redundant allocation is mainly used
for simple tasks, because the redundant allocation of complex
tasks may produce very high costs. Therefore, we introduce
the reputation mechanism; the reputation of a worker is
mainly determined by the worker’s past experiences in com-
pleting tasks [33].

Because the completion of a complex task is determined by
many factors, it is difficult to measure the comprehensive
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performance of the assignedworker;moreover, the quality of a
complex task is difficult to measure in reality, thus now many
studies only justifywhether the complex task is completed suc-
cessfully. Therefore, the reputation in this paper is related to
the history of a worker’s successful completing tasks as in pre-
vious benchmark work [20]: if a worker completed tasks suc-
cessfully, his/her reputation increased, and vice versa.

When a worker responds to the request for joining a
team, he/she will estimate the completion time for each
task in the batch according to the current real situation and
his/her experiences; moreover, the estimated completion
time of worker for a task can also be estimated by the sys-
tem. Therefore, the estimated completion time of each task
can be achieved before task execution [37].

In this paper, we abstract the team formation-based batch
crowdsourcing to minimize the total cost as well as maxi-
mize the reputations of team members under four con-
straints: the skill requirements of all tasks can be satisfied,
the payment is more than the reservation wages of team
members, all workers can only communicate with their
neighbors in the social network, and the estimated comple-
tion time of each task cannot exceed the deadline of that
task. LetW denote the crowd of workers, Rwi

denote the rep-
utation of worker wi, and gwi

denote the reservation wage of
worker wi. The optimization objective while forming a fixed
team for all tasks in B is as follows:

WB� ¼ argmin
WB

�
CðBÞ

�X
wi2WB

Rwi

�
(12Þ

subject to :

ð8tx 2 BÞ ^
�

[
wi2WB

Swi
� Stx

� (13Þ

ð8wi 2 WBÞ ^ ð8tx 2 BÞ ^ ðtx 2 TiðBÞÞ ^ ðPwi
ðtxÞ 	 gwi

Þ (14Þ
8wi 2 W : wi can only communicate with his neighbors

in the social network (15Þ
ð8tx 2 BÞ ^ timeWB

ðtxÞ � dtx (16)

where timeWB
ðtxÞdenotes the completion time of task t by

WB, and dtxdenotes the deadline of tx.
Let Wtx denote the team of workers performing task tx.

Let P be a set of teams for all tasks in B, P ¼ {Wtx j 8tx2B}.
For a worker in any team, wi, the set of tasks assigned to wi,

is assumed to Bi. The optimization objective while we form
a dynamic team for each task in B is to form the set of teams
for B as follows:

Y
�

¼ argminQ
 
CðBÞ

�X
tx2B

 X
ðwi2Wtx Þ^ðWtx2

Q
Þ
Rwi

!!
(17Þ

Subject to :

ð8tx 2 BÞ ^ ðWtx 2
Y

Þ ^
�

[
wi2Wtx

Swi
� Stx

�
(18Þ

ð8tx 2 BÞ ^ ðWtx 2
Y

Þ ^ ð8wi 2 WtxÞ ^ ðPwi
ðtxÞ 	 gwi

Þ (19Þ
8wi 2 W : wi can only communicate with his neighbors

in the social network (20Þ
ð8tx 2 BÞ ^ timeWtx

ðtxÞ � dtx (21)

where timeWtx
ðtxÞdenotes the completion time of task t by

Wtx , and dtxdenotes the deadline of tx.

Theorem 1. The team formation problem for a batch of
tasks with the optimization objective in Equations (12),
(13), (14), (15), (16) or (17), (18), (19), (20), (21) is NP-hard.

Proof sketch. Our problem includes three independent
sub-problems that can be described to find a team of work-
ers within a social network to satisfy the skill requirements
of tasks and minimize the following three factors: the cost of
forming teams, the cost of requesters paying team members,
and the communication cost among team members. The
problem of finding a team of workers in a social network to
satisfy the skill requirements of a task and minimize the
communication cost has already been proven in previous
benchmark studies to be NP-hard [14], [15], [28]. Since our
problem involves this well-known NP-hard problem in
combination with two other independent problems and sat-
isfying the skill requirements of a batch of tasks, we have
Theorem 1.&

To reduce the cost of forming teams, it is preferable to
select the workers who cover more skills of the task batch.
To reduce the payments by requesters, it is preferable to
select workers whose reservation wages are low and work-
ers who have already undertaken more tasks in the batch.
To reduce the cost of communication between team mem-
bers, it is preferable to select workers who are closer in the
social network to form a team; therefore, existing team
members will find other new teammates from the near to
the distant in the social network. Moreover, it is preferable
to select workers with higher reputations to ensure the qual-
ity of crowdsourcing results.

For the above considerations, this paper presents the con-
cept of the crowdsourcing value of a worker to measure the
probability of that worker to be hired into a team, which is
determined by the following factors: 1) the coverage degree
of the worker’s skills for the skill requirements of the tasks;
2) the communication distance of the worker with other
workers in the social network; 3) the reservation wage of
the worker; and 4) the reputation of the worker.

Based on the crowdsourcing value, two heuristic
approaches are presented. The first is a distributed forma-
tion of a fixed team for all tasks in the batch; the second one
is a distributed formation of a dynamic team.

3.2.4 Self-Organization Process of Team Formation

Through Social Networks

First, a worker with the maximum probability for approach-
ing the optimization objective is assigned as the initiator.
Then, the initiator will send requests to all his/her neigh-
bors through the social network. If a neighbor can respond
to the request within a predefined time, the initiator will
observe the situation of this neighbor; then, the initiator
recruits a worker from all his/her neighbors to join the
team for approaching the optimization objective.

Then, the existing team members will send requests to all
their neighbors through the social network, and they will
recruit one worker from the observed neighbors to join the
team for approaching the optimization objective. The
recruiting process will be repeated until the skills of all tasks
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in the batch can be satisfied or all workers in the social net-
work are observed.

4 DISTRIBUTED FORMATION OF A FIXED TEAM FOR

BATCH CROWDSOURCING

4.1 Crowdsourcing Value for a Batch of Tasks

To approach the optimization objective, we define two types
of crowdsourcing values: global crowdsourcing value, which
measures the probability of a worker being assigned as the
initiator to form the team; and local crowdsourcing value,
which measures the probability of a worker being recruited
by the existing team members to join the team.

4.1.1 Global Crowdsourcing Value for a Batch of Tasks

The global crowdsourcing value of a worker is generally
determined by the following factors:

1) The coverage degree of the worker’s skills for the
necessary skills required by the batch. Let there be a
batch of tasks, B. The set of skills required by all
tasks in batch B is SB ¼ [8tx2B Stx , where Stx denotes
the set of skills required by task tx. 8sa2SB, we use
the number of tasks in the batch that require sa to
denote the weight of sa for the batch, na. Now, we
use a binary value to denote whether worker wi pos-
sesses skill sa: bia ¼ 1 if wi possesses sa; and bia ¼ 0 if
wi does not possess sa. Then, the skill coverage
degree of wi for batch B will consider each skill’s
weight for the batch, which is:

CSwi
ðBÞ ¼

X
8sa2SB

bia � nað Þ
 !, X

8sa2SB
na

 !
(22)

2) The locality of the worker regarding other workers’ skill
coverage degrees for the batch. We will attempt to select
more central workers with respect to other workers’
skills, i.e., the closer a worker is to other workers that
can cover more skills for the batch, the more advan-
tageous the worker’s locality will be for being
assigned to the batch. Let CSwi

ðBÞdenote the cover-
age degree of worker wi’s skills for batch B. Let dij
denote the distance between workers wi and wj in
the social network. It is assumed that the set of all
workers is W; the locality of wi for B is defined as fol-
lows:

Locwi
ðBÞ ¼

X
j¼1���jW j;j 6¼i

ðdij=CSwj
ðBÞÞ (23)

3) The occupancy rate of the worker’s reservation wage on
the task’s real payment. Let the reservation wage of wi

be g
wi
. Given an original budget btxprovided by the

requester of task tx, the occupancy rate of wi’s reser-
vation wage on batch B’s payments is:

Occwi
ðBÞ ¼

X
8txinB

 
g
wi
= c

jBj
uðBÞ þ 1

� �
� btx

� �! !
=jBj

(24)

If the assigned worker wi has a lower Occwi
ðBÞ, wi

may distribute more utilities to other team members

for executing tasks in B; therefore, it is more probable
that wi will form a successful team for B.

4) The reputation of worker wi, Rwi
.

Finally, we have the following definition:

Definition 1. Global crowdsourcing value of a worker for a batch
of tasks. The global crowdsourcing value of a worker, wi,
for a batch of tasks B is:

GVwi
ðBÞ ¼ a1 � CSwi

ðBÞ þ a4 �Rwi

a2 � Locwi
ðBÞ þ a3 �Occwi

ðBÞ (25)

where a1þa2þa3þa4 ¼ 1.

Lemma 1. Let there be two workers, wi and wj. IfGVwi
ðBÞ>

GVwj
ðBÞ, wi can comprehensively approach the optimiza-

tion objective better than wj can.

Proof. The optimization objective is to minimize the three
types of costs and the reverse of reputations. LetWB(wi) be the
team formed bywi for B, and letWB(wj) be the team formed by
wj forB. NowGVwi

ðBÞ>GVwj
ðBÞ; we can say that the four fac-

tors of wi in (25) are higher than those of wj if the three factors
are endowed with equal weight.GSwi

ðBÞ > GSwj
ðBÞ denotes

that wi’s skills can cover the skills of B more than wj’s, and
thus jWB(wi) j< jWB(wj) j ; therefore, the three types of costs
of wi are less than that of wj since the cost is influenced by the
number of team members. LOCwi

ðBÞ > LOCwj
ðBÞ denotes

thatwi can recruit other teammemberswith less numbers and
communication distance than wj; thus, the three types of cost
ofwi are also less than that ofwj.Occwi

ðBÞ>Occwj
ðBÞ denotes

that the cost of payingwi is less than towj. Thus, the third type
of cost of wi is less than that of wj. All three types of cost of wi

are less than that of wj and the reputation of wi is higher than
that ofwj; thus, we have Lemma 1.&

4.1.2 Local Crowdsourcing Value for a Batch of Tasks

The local crowdsourcing value of a worker is generally
determined by the following four factors:

1) The coverage degree of the worker’s skills for the currently
missing skills of the batch. Let there be a batch, B.
Now, let there be an existing team WB�W. 8wi2WB,
the set of skills possessed by wi is Swi

. Then, the skill
coverage degree of wi with respect to the existing
members inWB for batch B can be defined as follows:

CSlacking
wi

ðBÞ

¼
X

8sa2ðSB�[8wj2WB
Swj Þ

bia � nað Þ
0
@

1
A, X

8sa2ðSB�[8wj2WB
Swj Þ

na

0
@

1
A

(26)

where the symbols SB, na, bia are the same as those in
Eq. (22).

2) The distance between the worker and the existing team
members. Let CSwj

ðBÞ denote the coverage degree of
worker wj’s skills for batch B. The distance between
the worker and WB will consider the existing team
members’ skill coverage degrees, shown as:
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Dteam
wi

ðBÞ ¼ 1

jWBj
X

8wj2WB

ðdij=CSwj
ðBÞÞ (27)

3) The reservation wage of the worker, g
wi
, denotes the

minimum wage requirement of worker wi for one
task.

4) The reputation of worker wi, Rwi
.

Definition 2. Local crowdsourcing value of a worker for a batch
of tasks. Let there be an existing non-final team WB for
batch B, WB �W. The local crowdsourcing value of wi

perceived by WB for B is defined as:

LVwi
ðBÞ ¼ a1 � CSlacking

wi
ðBÞ þ a4 �Rwi

a2 �Dteam
wi

ðBÞ þ a3 � gwi

(28)

where a1þa2þa3þa4 ¼ 1.

Lemma 2. Let there be two workers, wi and wj. It is assumed
that the set of existing teammembers formed for task batch
B isWB. If LVwi

ðBÞ> LVwj
ðBÞ , WB [ {wi} can approach the

optimization objective better thanWB [ {wj} can.

Proof. The proof is similar to that for Lemma 1; here, we
skip it to save space.&

4.2 Distributed Formation Algorithm

A worker with the maximum global crowdsourcing value
whose reservationwage can be satisfied is assigned as the ini-
tiator forming the team. Then, the self-organization process
of team formation described in Section 3.2.4 is used through
observing the local crowdsourcing values of other workers in
the social network. We can set a maximum response time (d)
that denotes the worker should respond within such time, or
else a new worker will be selected. Moreover, to satisfy the
deadline requirement of a task, the team’s estimated comple-
tion time of the task cannot exceed its deadline.

However, if all neighbors of existing team members in one
round cannot satisfy the requirements, the formation process
may end before all skills of the batch can be satisfied, but some
un-observed workers still exist in the social network. There-
fore, we can revise the formation process by assuming that all
observed workers (not only the team members) can help find
their neighbors; this method is feasible because workers are
often cooperativewithin the same social network [26].

Let B denote a batch of tasks andW denote the set of work-
ers in the social network. We use SB to denote the set of skills
required by all tasks in B and WB to denote the team formed
for B. The distributed formation of a fixed team for batch
crowdsourcing is shown as Algorithm 1. Res(w) denotes the
response time of workerw. Algorithm 1 is O( j SB j � jW j ).
Theorem 2. Let the team formed for a batch of tasks B using

Algorithm 1 be WB; the initiator worker of WB is wi. It is
then assumed that there is another team, WB’, which is
formed by any of the following two methods: another
random initiator worker wj and the workers in WB-{wi} or
wi and other workers. It is assumed that the skills pos-
sessed by WB’ can fully cover the skill and deadline
requirements of B and the reservation wage of each
worker in WB’ can be satisfied. We use Cform(B)-WB, Cpay
(B)-WB, and Ccom(B)-WB to denote the three related types

of costs in our optimization objective when we form team
WB to perform B and use R-WB to denote the reputations
of workers in WB. Then, we have:

8W 0
B ^W 0

B � W ^ [
8wi2W 0

B

Swi
� SB ^ ð8wi 2 W 0

B ^ gwi
� Pwi

ðBÞ
jBj Þ

 !

) a1 � CFormðBÞ�WB þ a2 � CPayðBÞ�WB þ a3 � CComðBÞ�WB þ a4=R�WB

� �
� a1 � CFormðBÞ W 0

B þ a2 � CPayðBÞ W 0
B þ a3 � CComðBÞ W 0

B þ a4=R�W 0
B

� �

Proof Sketch. IfWB’ is formed by another random initiator
worker wj and the workers in WB-{wi}. According to Algo-
rithm 1, we haveGVwi

ðBÞ>GVwj
ðBÞ; then, Lemma 1 ensures

thatwi can comprehensively approach the optimization objec-
tive better than wj. Because WB-{wi} ¼ WB-{wj}, we obtain the
theorem. IfWB’ is formedbywi and otherworkers in the social
network, let the order of wk inWB be the same as that ofwk’ in
WB’; we then haveLVwk

ðBÞ>LVw0
k
ðBÞ according toAlgorithm

1. Now, Lemma 2 ensures that {wi}[{wk} can approach the
optimization objective better than {wi}[{wk’}. Thus, finally,WB

can approach the optimization objective better than WB’.
Therefore, we have the theorem.&

Theorem 2 ensures that the optimization objective in
Eq. (12) can be approached by Algorithm 1.

5. DISTRIBUTED FORMATION OF A DYNAMIC TEAM
FOR BATCH CROWDSOURCING

First, we will find the basic set of skills of the batch, and we
then form a basic team to satisfy the basic set of skills of the
batch. Afterwards, the basic team will be adjusted for each
task in the batch.

5.1 Crowdsourcing Value for One Task

5.1.1 Global Crowdsourcing Value for One Task

The global crowdsourcing value of a worker for one task is
determined by the following factors: 1) the coverage degree
of the worker’s skills for the necessary skills required by the
task; 2) the locality of the worker with respect to other work-
ers’ skill coverage degrees for the task; 3) the occupancy rate
of the worker’s wage on the task’s budget; and 4) the repu-
tation of the worker.

Definition 3. Global crowdsourcing value of a worker for one
task. The global crowdsourcing value of a worker, wi, for
task tx is:

GVwi
ðtxÞ ¼ a1 � ðjSwi

\ Stx j=jStx jÞ þ a4 � Rwi

a2 � Locwi
ðtxÞ þ a3 � ðgwi

=btxÞ
(29)

where a1þa2þa3þa4 ¼ 1, and Locwi
ðtxÞ is calculated as fol-

lows:

Locwi
ðtxÞ ¼

XjW j

j¼1

ðdij=ðjSwj
\ ðStx � Swj

Þj=jStx jÞÞ (30)

where dij denotes the distance betweenworkers wi andwj in the social
network, andW denotes the crowd of workers in the social network.

5.1.2 Local Crowdsourcing Value for One Task

The local crowdsourcing value of a worker denotes the
probability of the worker to be recruited by the existing
team members for a task, which is determined by: 1) the
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coverage degree of the worker’s skills for the current lacking
skills by the task; 2) the distance between the worker and
the existing team members regarding the team members’
skills; 3) the occupancy rate of the worker’s wage on the
task’s budget; and 4) the reputation of the worker.

Algorithm 1. Distributed formation of a fixed team for
batch crowdsourcing.

1) Lacking_SB ¼ SB; b1 ¼ 0; WB ¼ {}; Wtemp1 ¼W;Wtemp2 ¼ {};
2) While (b1 ¼ ¼ 0) do: // Assign the initiator worker
3) w� ¼ argmax8wi2Wtemp1

ðGVwi
ðBÞÞ ;

4) If Res(w�)�d and (ð8tx 2 BÞ ^ timew� ðtxÞ � dtx ) and
ðPw� ðBÞ=jBjÞ 	 gw�and Sw� \ Lack ing_SB 6¼{}:

5) {Lacking_SB ¼ Lacking_SB-Sw� ; b1 ¼ 1;}
6) Wtemp1 ¼Wtemp1-{w�};
7) If (Wtemp1 ¼ ¼ {}): b1 ¼ 1;
6) b1 ¼ 0; WB ¼ {w�};
7) Wtemp2 ¼Wtemp2 [{w�};//Observed workers
8) Wcandidate ¼ {};//Workers to be observed
9) If (Lacking_SB ¼ ¼ {}): b1 ¼ 1;
10) While (b1 ¼ ¼ 0) do: //Distributed formation of team
11) 8wi2Wtemp2:
12) 8wj2Neigh(wi): //Neighbors of wi

13) If (wj =2 Wtemp2): Wcandidate ¼Wcandidate[{wj};
14) Wtemp2 ¼Wtemp2[Wcandidate;
15) b2 ¼ 0; b3 ¼ 0
16) While (b2 ¼ ¼ 0) do://Search a qualified neighbor
17) w� ¼ argmax8wi2Wcandidate

ðLVwi
ðBÞÞ;

18) If Res(w�)�d and (ð8tx 2 BÞ ^ timew� ðtxÞ � dtx ) and
ðPw� ðBÞ=jBjÞ 	 gw� and Sw� \Lacking_SB 6¼{}:

19) {b2 ¼ 1; b3 ¼ 1;}
20) Wcandidate ¼Wcandidate -{w�};
21) IfWcandidate ¼ {}: b2 ¼ 1;
22) If (b3 ¼ ¼ 1): //Recruit the qualified neighbor
23) WB ¼WB [{w�};
24) Lacking_SB ¼ Lacking_SB-Sw� ;
25) If (Lacking_SB ¼ ¼ {}): b1 ¼ 1;
26) If (Wtemp2 ¼ ¼W) and (Wcandidate ¼ ¼ {}): b1 ¼ 1;
27) Return (WB);
28) End.

Definition 4. Local crowdsourcing value of a worker for one
task. Let there be an existing worker team Wwx for task tx;
Wwx�W. The local crowdsourcing value of wi perceived
byWwx for tx is defined as:

LVwi
ðtxÞ ¼

a1 � ðjðStx � [8wj2Wtx
Swj

Þ \ Swi
j=jStx jÞ þ a4 �Rwi

a2 �Dteam
wi

ðtxÞ þ a3 � ðgwi
=btxÞ

(31)

where a1 þ a2 þ a3 þ a4 ¼ 1, and

Dteam
wi

ðtxÞ ¼ 1

jWtx j
X

8wj2Wtx

ðdij=ðjStx \ Swj
j=jStx jÞÞ (32)

5.2 Distributed Formation of the Basic Team

5.2.1 Basic Set of Skills for a Batch of Tasks

We can use three methods to decide the basic set of skills for
a batch of tasks.

� Adopting the skills of the first task if the tasks in a
batch need to be executed in sequence. Let B ¼ {t1,

t2,. . .,tn}. 8tx^(1�x�n-1), it is assumed that tx is exe-
cuted before txþ1; then, the basic set of skills of B is
Basic_SB ¼St1 .

� Adopting the skills of the core task if the tasks in a
batch do not need to be executed in sequence. The
core task is defined as the task with the minimum
sum of distances with other tasks in B:

tc ¼ argmin
8tx2B

X
8ty2ðB�ftxgÞ

dx;y

0
@

1
A (33)

Now the basic set of skills of B is Basic_SB ¼Stc .

� Adopting the intersection of the skills of all tasks in
B, i.e., Basic_SB ¼\ 8tx2B Stx . This method can avoid
the costs of eliminating unutilized workers.

5.2.2 Forming the Basic Team

We construct a virtual basic task, tv, which only requires the
skills of Basic_SB. Similar to Algorithm 1, we will form a team
for tv. This team formation process can use Algorithm 1 by
making certain revisions. The set of skills is the basic set of
skills but not the set of all skills required by the batch of tasks.
Revising the calculations of crowdsourcing values according
to Definition 3 and 4 is required. Moreover, the calculation of
real payment can be revised by only considering the individ-
ual virtual basic task but not the batch of tasks. The process
can be shown as the algorithm in the Appendix, which can
be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2022.3161019.
Finally, the original basic team for tv can be achieved, denoted
asWtv .

Because the basic team is crucial, we here refine the above
team formation method. In Algorithm 1, the existing team
members will remain fixed during the whole formation pro-
cess; such method may only form the local optimal team, but
some better workers may be not recruited by the team. To
address this problem, after the original team is formed by
using the method similar to Algorithm 1, we can add a refine-
ment process. Now, a worker with the maximum local crowd-
sourcing value is selected from the neighbors of all existing
team members; the team can attempt to replace each team
member by the selected worker. If the performance of the new
team is better than that of the previous team, the new team can
replace the previous team. This process will repeat until no
workers can be found to replace the existing teammembers.

To consider the optimization objective, we can use the
following index to measure the performance of a team:

PerðWtvÞ ¼ a1 � jWtv j þ a2 �
X

8wi2Wtv

gwi
þ a3

� 1
2

X
8wi;wj2Wtv

dij þ a4 �
X

8wi2Wtv

1

Rwi

(34)

The refinement process is shown as Algorithm 2. Algo-
rithm 2’s time complexity is O( jW j 2), which is more com-
plex than Algorithm 1 whose time complexity is O
( j SB j � jW j ), because in reality jW j is much higher than
j SB j . This can explain why we do not use the refinement in
Algorithm 1 because we want to save time complexity.
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Algorithm 2. Refinement of a team (Wtv ). /� Wtv is the
original basic team for virtual task tv; W is the set of
workers in the social network �/
1) Wtemp1 ¼Wtv ; b1 ¼ 0;
2) While (b1 ¼ ¼ 0) do: //Refine the team
3) Wneighbor ¼ {}; //Neighbors of observed workers
4) 8wi2Wtemp1:
5) 8wj2Neigh(wi): //Neighbors of wi

6) If wj =2 Wtemp1:Wneighbor ¼Wneighbor [{wj};
7) If (Wneighbor ¼ {}): b1 ¼ 1;//All workers are considered
8) Wtemp1 ¼Wtemp1[Wneighbor;
9) WhileWneighbor 6¼{} do:
10) w� ¼ argmax8wi2Wneigbhor

ðLVwi
ðtvÞÞ;

11) Wtemp2 ¼Wtv ;
12) 8wi2Wtv :
13) Wtemp3 ¼ (Wtv -{wi})[{w�};
14) If Res(w�)�d and timew� ðtvÞ � dtv and Stv �

[8wi2Wtemp3
Swi

and (Per(Wtemp3)<Per(Wtemp2)):

15) Wtemp2 ¼Wtemp3;
16) Wtv¼Wtemp2;
17) Wneighbor ¼Wneighbor-{w�};
18) Return (Wtv );
19) End.

Theorem 2 ensures that the optimization objective in
Eq. (12) can be approached by Algorithm 1. Now the basic
team is formed by Algorithm 1 and the refinement process
in Algorithm 2. Because the refinement process can achieve
better results than Algorithm 1, our approach can ensure
that the resulted basic team can achieve good performance.

5.3 Dynamic Adjustment of the Team

5.3.1 Execution Sequence of Tasks

There are two methods for determining the execution
sequence of tasks.

In the first method, the execution sequence of the tasks is
predefined, i.e., given a batch of tasks, B ¼ {t1,t2,. . .,tn},
8tx^(1�x�n-1), tx is executed before txþ1. If we use an array,
T[x], to denote the execution sequence, we have T[x] ¼ tx.

Algorithm 3. Determination of the execution sequence of
a batch of tasks.

1) x ¼ 0; Btemp ¼ B;Min_dis ¼max value; task T[ jB j ];
2) While Btemp 6¼{} do:
3) 8ty2Btemp:
4) If dy,c<Min_dis:
5) {ttemp ¼ ty;Min_dis ¼ dy,c;}
6) xþþ; T[x] ¼ ttemp;
7) Btemp ¼ Btemp-{ttemp};Min_dis ¼ þ1;
8) Return (T[x]);
9) End.

In the second method, the execution order of every task
in the batch is determined by its skill distance to the virtual
basic task. This idea is practical because the method can
make it easier for the execution of one task to utilize the
existing execution results of other similar finished tasks. Let
the virtual basic task of a batch of task B be tv. The algorithm
for determining the execution sequence of tasks in B is
shown as Algorithm 3, which is O( jB j 2).

5.3.2 Dynamic Adjustment

The basic team will be adjusted for each task in the batch by
eliminating some existing members and recruiting new
members. While an existing team is assigned a new task in
the batch, the unutilized team member who cannot provide
any skills required by the new task will be eliminated. The
remaining team members will recruit new members to sat-
isfy the skill requirement of the new task by observing the
local crowdsourcing values of other workers from the near
to the distant in the social network.

Algorithm 4. Dynamic team adjustment for each task in
a batch.

1) For (x ¼ 1;x< ¼ jB j ) do: //Team adjusting for each task
2) tx ¼ T[x];Wtx¼Wtv ;
3) For all wi2Wtx : //Eliminate the useless members
4) If (Swi

\ Stx¼ ¼ {}):Wtx¼Wtx -{wi};
5) b1 ¼ 0; Stx�lacking ¼ Stx � [8wi2Wtx

Swi
;

6) If ( Stx�lacking¼ ¼ {}): b1 ¼ 1;
7) While (b1 ¼ ¼ 0) do: //Recruit new members
8) Wneighbor ¼ {}; //Neighbors of the members
9) 8wi2Wtx :
10) 8wj2Neigh(wx): //Neighbors of wi

11) If wj =2 Wtx : Wneighbor ¼Wneighbor[{wj};
12) If (Wneighbor ¼ ¼ {}): b1 ¼ 1;
13) b2 ¼ 0; b3 ¼ 0;
14) While (b2 ¼ ¼ 0) do:
16) w� ¼ argmax8wi2Wneigbhor

ðLVwi
ðtxÞÞ

17) If Res(w�)�d and timew� ðtxÞ � dtx
and (Pw� ðtxÞ 	 gw� )and (Sw� \ Stx�lacking 6¼{}):

18) {b2 ¼ 1; b3 ¼ 1;}
19) Wneighbor ¼Wneighbor-{w�};
20) If (Wneighbor ¼ ¼ {}): b2 ¼ 1;
21) If (b3 ¼ ¼ 1):
22) Wtx¼Wtx [{w�};
23) Stx�lacking¼Stx�lacking -Sw�;
24) If ( Stx�lacking¼ ¼ {}): b1 ¼ 1
25) Output (Wtx );
26) End.

Let the virtual basic task of batch B be tv. If the basic team
for B is Wtv , the dynamic adjustment of the team for each
task in B is shown as Algorithm 4, which is O( jB j � jW j 2).
Wtx denotes the final team for task tx.

Theorem 3. Let the basic team for a batch of tasks B be
Wtv . For any task in B, tx(tx2B), the final team after
adjustment using Algorithm 4 is Wtx . It is then assumed
that there is another worker team Wtx

0, which is formed
by eliminating the members in Wtv that cannot provide
any skills for tx and randomly recruiting workers
whose reservation wages can be satisfied. The skills of
all members in Wtx

0 can fully satisfy the skill require-
ments of tx. Thus, we have

a1 � CFormðBÞ�Wtx þ a2 � CPayðBÞ�Wtx þ a3 � CComðBÞ�Wtx þ a4=R�Wtx

� �
� a1 � CFormðBÞ W 0

tx
þ a2 � CPayðBÞ W 0

tx
þ a3 � CComðBÞ W 0

tx
þ a4=R�W 0

tx

� �

Proof. We can use reductio ad absurdum to prove The-
orem 3. Let the set of remaining team members of Wtv by
eliminating the members who cannot provide any skills
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for tx be Net_ Wtx . Assume there is a set of workers Wtx
0,

Wtx
0 6¼ Wtx , formed by Net_ Wtx randomly recruiting some

workers whose reservation wages can be satisfied, and
S8wi2W 0

tx
Swi

� Stx . If the assumption

a1 � CFormðBÞ�Wtx þ a2 � CPayðBÞ�Wtx þ a3 � CComðBÞ�Wtx þ a4=R�Wtx

� �
> a1 � CFormðBÞ W 0

tx
þ a2 � CPayðBÞ W 0

tx
þ a3 � CComðBÞ W 0

tx
þ a4=R�W 0

tx

� �

is true, then there exists at least one worker with a higher
local crowdsourcing value perceived by Net_Wtx for tx and
whose reservation wage can be satisfied (and can provide
any lacking skills for tx) but who cannot be selected by
Net_Wtx using Algorithm 4, and another worker with a
lower local crowdsourcing value perceived by Net_Wtx is
selected. However, from Step 16 in Algorithm 4, in each
round for recruiting new member, the worker with the
highest local crowdsourcing value whose reservation wage
can be satisfied will be the first to be definitely selected by
Net_Wtx if the worker can provide any currently lacking
skills for tx. Therefore, the above assumption cannot occur
in reality when Algorithm 4 is used.&

Theorem 3 ensures that the optimization objective in
Eq. (17) can be approached by Algorithm 4.

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Benchmark Approaches

Because previous related studies always adopt the indi-
vidual task-specific team formation approach [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], our approaches, distributed formation approach
of a fixed team for batch crowdsourcing (Our algorithm-
fixed) and distributed formation approach of a dynamic
team for batch crowdsourcing (Our algorithm-dynamic)
are compared to this benchmark approach. Moreover,
the greedy algorithm is an often used optimization heu-
ristic for problem solving, thus it can be used as another
benchmark for comparison. Therefore, we also compare
our approaches with two greedy algorithms: centralized
greedy algorithm which achieves a fixed team, and dis-
tributed greedy algorithm which achieves dynamic
teams.

� Individual task-specific team formation (Individual
algorithm). For each task, a new team is formed from
scratch. For each team, all members are selected by
the requester centrally according to their crowd-
sourcing values.

� Centralized greedy algorithm. In this algorithm, a fixed
team for all tasks in a batch is formed centrally using
the greedy method. At each step, the system will
select a new teammember to achieve the locally opti-
mal result for satisfying the optimization objective.
Finally, a team can be achieved to satisfy the require-
ments of all tasks in the batch.

� Distributed greedy algorithm. In this algorithm,
dynamic teams are formed for a batch of tasks, i.e.,
each task has a different team. In the formation of
each team, first, the system randomly selects a
worker as the initiator for forming the team. The
existing team members will select new members
greedily from their neighbors, i.e., the neighbor who
can achieve the locally optimal result is recruited to

join the team. The members of the new team will
repeat this recruiting process to select other workers
to enlarge the team until the skills of all tasks in the
batch can be satisfied or all workers in the crowd are
observed.

6.2 Dataset and Data Processing

The experiment dataset was collected from the “web-
mobile-software-development” category at the Upwork
between July 31st and August 6th, 2021 (The reason why we
only collected the data of tasks within one week is that most
tasks at the Upwork can be assigned successfully within
one week; and the reason why we only used the tasks
within the same category is that the same category of tasks
are often similar and can be addressed in batch). The
amounts of collected workers and tasks are 6120 and 7651
respectively. The workers in the experiments are intercon-
nected by three typical social network structures: small-
world networks, scale-free networks, and random net-
workers. In the experiments, the estimated completion time
of a task in the batch is the maximum completion time of all
workers in the team for completing the task.

The maximum response time in the experiments is pre-
defined according to the statistics on the response time at
the real-world crowdsourcing website. After counting the
response time at Upwork website, we find that most tasks
may receive 5-10 proposals after the tasks are published for
40 minutes at the website. Because less than 5 proposals
may lead to inaccurate results, the response time of 40
minutes can be accepted. Therefore, we set the maximum
response time to 40 minutes.

In the experiments, the size of batch can be set for vary-
ing cases. With a predefined size of batch, let n, we can
select the n most similar tasks to form a batch; after the first
batch is formed, we will select the n most similar tasks from
the remaining tasks to form the second batch; such process
will be repeated until all tasks are formed into any batches.

6.3 Performance Indices

According to the optimization objective of this paper, we
define the following indices to evaluate the performance of
each approach.

� Cost of Team Formation: According to Eq. (6), we
assume that the cost of team formation is generated
by the process of finding team members in the social
network.

� Cost of Communication: After the team is formed,
the team members will communicate with each other
to cooperate. The communication cost between two
workers is measured by the hops of the shortest path
between them in the social network. Each worker
broadcasts the message to his/her immediate neigh-
bors in the social network if he/she wants to coordi-
nate with other workers.

� Total Payment by Requester: According to Eqs. (7)
and (8), this is a discount of payment to workers, so
we define this index to evaluate our optimization
objective-minimizing requesters’ real payment.

� Success Rate of Tasks: This index is the ratio of num-
ber of tasks completed successfully to the number
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of all outsourced tasks, which can measure the effec-
tiveness of the reputation mechanism in our
approaches and the crowdsourcing quality.

6.4 Experimental Results

Our experiments are implemented by Java and under Intel
(R) Core(TM) CPU i7-6700 3.4GHz and 8G memory. Each
experiment is finished until the system reaches on a steady
state and is repeated 20 times; the final result is obtained
from the average of the 20 times of results. Without loss of
generality, this paper adopts the 95% confidence level. The
experimental results are shown in the figures by reporting
error bars. The error bar means the confidence interval giv-
ing an idea of the quality of the estimated mean value,
which is denoted as a range of values of tested performance
indices with a certain degree of confidence in the
experiments.

6.4.1 Tests on Cost of Team Formation

Now we test the performances on the cost of team forma-
tion, shown in Fig. 4. We can see that both of our
approaches can result in lower costs of team formation.
Moreover, while the size of batch becomes larger, the costs
of team formation of our two approaches have no obvious
changes. In comparison, the cost of team formation of Our
algorithm-fixed is less than that of Our algorithm-dynamic in
small networks and random networks; therefore, it denotes
that the dynamic adjustment of team will produce higher
costs in these two types of networks.

We find that the Individual algorithm produces higher cost
for team formation because each task needs to form a new
team. The cost of team formation of the Centralized greedy
algorithm is less than that of the Distributed greedy algorithm
because the former algorithm only needs to form a fixed

team for all tasks in the batch, but the latter algorithm needs
to form dynamic teams for tasks in the batch. Especially in
Fig. 4(c), the performance of the cost of team formation of
the Batch-distributed-greedy algorithm is higher than that of
the Individual algorithm even when the size of the batch
becomes larger. The potential reason is that the random net-
work structure may make the former algorithm difficult to
find new team members from the neighbors of existing
team members.

In summary, our two approaches perform better than
previous benchmark approaches in terms of the cost of
team formation; moreover, our two approaches have good
scalability for the sizes of the batches.

6.4.2 Tests on Cost of Communication

We now test the performances on the cost of communica-
tion, shown in Fig. 5. We can see that our two presented
approaches result in lower communication cost. In the
small-world and random networks, Our algorithm-fixed per-
forms better than Our algorithm-dynamic; but in the scale-
free networks, the two presented approaches perform simi-
larly. Therefore, it shows that the scale-free networks can
provide shorter communication lengths for both fixed team
and dynamic teams. Moreover, the cost of communication
performance of our two approaches has no obvious fluctua-
tions with increasing batch size.

Among the three benchmark approaches, the Centralized
greedy algorithm performs the worst. The reason is that the
team members are selected from the whole network by con-
sidering the optimization objective but overlooking the
communication distances among team members.

In summary, our two approaches perform better than
previous benchmark approaches in terms of the cost of com-
munication; moreover, our two approaches have good scal-
ability for the sizes of the batches.

Fig. 4. Tests on the cost of team formation.

Fig. 5. Tests on the cost of communication.
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6.4.3 Tests on Total Payment By Requesters

We now test the total payments by requesters, shown in
Fig. 6. We can see that our two presented approaches
achieve lower total payments. The reason is that our
approaches adopt the discounting mechanism, but the pre-
vious approaches did not. Moreover, we can see that Our
algorithm-fixed may produce higher total payments by
requesters than Our algorithm-dynamic; the reason is that
each requester will pay all team members, even the mem-
bers who do not factually execute the task in the former
approach, but the requester will only pay the teammembers
that factually execute the task in the latter approach.

Moreover, with the increase of size of batch, the total
payments by the requesters of our two approaches have no
obvious change, but those of other three approaches can
increase with the increasing size of the batch. Therefore, our
presented two approaches have good scalability in the per-
formance of total payments.

6.4.4 Tests on Success Rate of Tasks

We allow some workers to fabricate their skills with certain
probabilities. If an assigned worker can execute the task suc-
cessfully, his reputation will become higher, and vice versa.
Now we make a series of experiments on the success rate of
tasks, in which the subsequent experiments can utilize the
reputations of workers achieved by the previous experi-
ments. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

We can see that our two presented approaches have
higher success rate in all experiments under the three typi-
cal network structures; moreover, with the progress of
experiments, the advantages of our approaches become
more obvious. Therefore, the reputation mechanism in our
approaches can effectively improve the success rate of tasks.
Moreover, we can see that Our algorithm-dynamic may pro-
duce lightly higher success rate of tasks than Our algorithm-

fixed; the reason is that the refinement algorithm can form a
better team with higher reputations.

6.4.5 Tests on the Generality Under Varying Amounts

of Tasks and Workers

At first we randomly select 6000 tasks and 5000 workers
from the initial 7651 tasks and 6120 workers collected from
the “web-mobile-software-development” category at the
Upwork between July 31st and August 6th, 2021; then, we
expand the set of tasks by introducing more tasks newly col-
lected from the same category. The amounts of tasks vary
from 6000 to 11000, and the amounts of workers vary from
5000 to 10000, in the experiments. The generality experi-
mental results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. We can see that
our approaches always outperform the other three
approaches in terms of the four performance indices under
varying amounts of tasks and workers, which shows the
generality of the proposed approaches.

7 DISCUSSION AND CRITICAL REFLECTION

This paper mainly considers the technological aspects of the
problem. Here we make discussion and critical reflection by
considering more human and social factors.

� In fact theremay be some human factors thatmay influ-
ence the selection of new teammates, such as acquain-
tance and cooperation history. To consider these human
factors in our approach, we can combine the quantified
human factors (such as acquaintance degree, coopera-
tion history, etc.) into the definition of the local crowd-
sourcing value of a worker and set weights between the
human factors and the technological factors. Therefore,
our approach can easily be extended to consider the
human factors. Certainly, how to measure and quantify

Fig. 6. Tests on the total payments by requesters.

Fig. 7. Tests on the success rate of tasks.
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the human factor and combine themwith the technolog-
ical factors uniformly is our futurework.

� With our approach, the assigned workers can
achieve more payments and be increased higher rep-
utations, which will in return help them to be
assigned more tasks in the future. However, new
workers may not be recruited by any teams since
they have no reputations. Therefore, our approach
may increase the imbalance between good-earning
and low-paid workers, and what is more serious is
that some senior workers may monopolize the
crowdsourcing markets. Obviously, such trend may
violate the original intention of crowdsourcing that
try to utilize the abilities of the generally large group
of people. To address such problem, the new work-
ers can be endowed with initial reputations and load
balancing measures can be adopted in the future
work.

8 CONCLUSION

Previous team formation-based crowdsourcing studies may
be costly and cannot apply to crowdsourcing markets where
the number of tasks is large because each team is tailored only
for one task; moreover, the centralized manner used in these
studies may place a heavy burden on requesters. Therefore,
this paper presents a batch crowdsourcing approach based on
distributed team formation in which tasks with similar skill
requirements can be addressed in a batch to save computa-
tional cost and where workers can self-organize the team for-
mation though their social networks.

We formalize the optimization objective of the problem
and prove that it is NP-hard; then, we present two types of
heuristic approaches. The experiments on a real-world data-
set show that our two presented approaches have better
performance in terms of the three typical types of cost in
team formation and the success ratio of tasks by comparing
them with previous benchmark approaches.

In the future, we will explore the adaption of the distrib-
uted team formation to dynamic environments in which
available workers may join or depart dynamically, and their
social networks may change dynamically.
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